
Measuring Tool Tool Name Units
(U.S. Customary)

Examples of Things to 
Measure

protractor Inches
(in)

Paper clip
Toothpick
iPod Touch screen
Amount of rain

ruler Inches
(in)

Book
Length of a computer
Length of student desk
Length of a shoe

yardstick Feet
(ft)

Somebody’s height
Large TV Screen
Bean bag toss distance
Length of a long table

Measuring
tape

Yards
(yds)

Length of a room
Football field

MeasuringLength Length is how long or short something is. In the 
United States, we often measure length using 
U.S. customary units (i.e., inch, feet, yard, mile).  

You rule the ruler – don’t let 

the ruler rule you.  Know 

where to begin measuring.  

The edge of the ruler is NOT 

always 0.

1 2 3 4 5 60

The edge of the this ruler IS 
NOT 0.  Don’t forget to 

BEGIN MEASURING at 0.  
Don’t use the edge on this 

ruler.

The edge of this ruler IS 
0, so it is okay to begin 

measuring at the edge on 
this ruler.

Things you’ve just 

got to know.

• How to the measure the length of stuff.
• How to tell someone else how long or short something is. 

(This is ___ yards long.) This is called length.
• How to tell someone else how tall or high something is. 

(This is ___ feet high.)  This is called height.
• How to estimate the length of something. (I think this is 

about ___ feet.)
• How to compare your estimate to the actual length. (I 

estimated ___ feet but it was really ___ feet.)
• How to read and use all of the units on different 

measuring tools. (This is 5 ½ inches.)
• Which tool is the best choice for whatever you have to 

measure. (I chose the ruler because a yardstick is sort of 
big for measuring a paper clip.)

U.S. Customary Units, Abbreviations, and Equivalences

1 foot (ft) = 12 inches (in)

1 yard (yd) = 3 feet (ft)

1 mile (mi) = 5280 feet (ft)

1 mile (mi) = 1760 yards (yd)


